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Festivals and Celebrations
 Father’s Day, Euros and Olympics  2024

Where shall we go and how do 
we get there?

My New Classroom or School 

World of Work
Future Aspirations 

Growing and Changes
Hot weather/ Moving onto F2

Fabulous Food
Food from around the world 

My Life
My Future!/Moving onto F2 

Animals
Minibeasts

Maths Literacy
I  will… 
read, discuss and role play the stories Handa’s Surprise by 
Eileen Browne, The Very Hungry Caterpillar by Eric Carle and 
The Colour Monster Goes to school by Anna Llenas.

Number
-count accurately beyond 5
 -solve real world problems using numbers to 5  
- explore the composition of numbers to 10 e.g. 3 and 1 make 
4, 2 and 2 make 4 etc.

Numerical Patterns
-use more and less to compare numbers within 10

Shape, space and measure
- talk about and explore 3 d shapes

I will…
Review jobs 
‘Magic Carpet’ into the future; I want to be…
Give an explanation of why they want to be 
that role in the future
Link jobs to family members or people they 
know

Changing Me - Coping positively with change
We will continue to understand what makes us unique and 
special as we grow and change. We will learn how to 
respect others and what makes them unique. 
We will identify and name different body parts. We look at 
how we change from babies to adults as we grow up. We 
will discuss the transition to Reception and the excitement 
of meeting a new teacher. We will cherish the fun times we 
had in nursery.

I will…
link the butterfly cycle to moving on to F2.
sequence a growing up timeline.
discuss the changes we see in Summer.
learn about the importance of staying safe in 
the sun.

I will…
tally - how they got to school.
find important Logos and colours linked to 
the school.
use a map to find new classroom and 
teacher .

I will…
talk about why my Dad is special and make 
a Father’s Day card
explore a  range of flags to represent 
different countries entering the Olympics and 
Euros.
develop awareness of sport and behaviour.
 

I will…
taste different fruits linked to the story 
Handa’s Surprise.
share my likes and dislikes.
act out different meal times within the home 
corner.

I will…
dress up and act out different roles
think about what I want to be when I am older.
link skills and knowledge to each occupation.
review skills and knowledge of how the they 
have changed.
meet new teachers and explore their new 
classroom.

.

I will…
go on a minibeast scavenger hunt
observe minibeasts within their habitat.
learn about different life cycles, focus on the 
butterfly.
look after plants to attract minibeasts to our 
outdoor area..


